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The installation of Dutch style cycling infrastructure along the Oxford Road and Wilmslow Road is the
city’s highest profile cycling investment. The scheme aimed to encourage people who did not already
cycle to take it up. This challenge involves finding out whether the scheme has been successful so far.
It may focus on some or all of the following issues: differences among demographic groups or types
of cyclist, evaluation of specific areas or infrastructural elements of the scheme.

1.Executive Summary
In 2013, Manchester was allocated a £20 million cycling investment by the central government. Cycling
plays a salient role in Manchester’s goal to become a low-carbon city. The development of cycling
infrastructure across the city offers an alternative, zero-carbon mode of transport.

This research project critically evaluates the success of Manchester City Council’s Velocity 2025 scheme
in encouraging university students to cycle. It focuses specifically on a section of the Corridor Super
Cycle Way between Fallowfield and University. The data collection takes a qualitative methodological
format in the form of questionnaires investigating students’ experiences of the cycleway. This report
analyses the extent to which the cycleway has encouraged students to cycle, and what can be
improved to make the scheme more successful. By focusing on the barriers to cycling illustrated by
user experiences, we then suggest ways in which Manchester City Council can improve and encourage
more students to take up cycling in the bid for a sustainable, healthier city.
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2. Introduction to Manchester's cycling city

Across the globe, cycling is rapidly being integrated into innovative urban design to create more
sustainable, liveable cities (Montgomery, 2013). In 2013, the ‘Velocity 2025’ cycling strategy was
unveiled for Greater Manchester. This project is a collaboration between Transport for Greater
Manchester (TfGM) and the Greater Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA), backed by a grant of
£20 million from the central government (TfGM, 2017). The scheme is predominantly based on the
successful Dutch-style cycle lanes which are segregated from the road for cyclists’ safety (Martens,
2007). This report has been commissioned by Manchester City Council to evaluate the success of the
scheme so far, and identify possible improvements to further encourage cycling in Manchester. This
research emcompasses the section of cycling infrastructure between Fallowfield and the universities,
along Oxford and Wilmslow Road.

Demonstrated by its nationwide £148 million investment, cycling is clearly recognised as an
advantageous financial investment from a national to local scale (Department for Transport, 2013). The
Velocity 2025 strategy was borne out of Manchester’s desire to make cycling ‘a signature of [the]
future city brand’ (TfGM, 2013:4). This is due to the potential for cycling to mitigate health problems,
support low-carbon targets and contribute to economic growth. The implementation of cycling
infrastructure in Manchester could save health costs of up to £7.3 million per year (TfGM, 2013). A
study in Copenhagen highlights that cycling, in comparison to car journeys, actually has a
socioeconomic benefit because of the reduced externalities such as congestion and accidents (see Fig.
1).
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(Fig. 1: Graphs displaying the cost-benefit of cycling compared to driving in Copenhagen. Source:
Copenhagen City of Cyclists, 2015)

In this way, investment in cycling has the capacity to instigate social, environmental and economic
benefits without massive structural transformation. The devolution of power from Whitehall to
Manchester grants the city a mandate to implement these policies. The successes of this city can be
observed and emulated across the UK and further afield, building networks of collaboration and smart
governance.

Urban design is particularly important in changing people’s mentality towards cycling (Montgomery,
2013). If cycling infrastructure is efficient, accessible and well-integrated into the city’s transport
networks and urban fabric, citizens will be far more inclined to use it. However, local governance must
play a fundamental role in instigating these changes by producing cohesive policies and infrastructure,
moving towards collective action (Coaffee and Healey, 2003).

The Corridor Super Cycle Way is one of the first new cycle lanes to be developed by Manchester City
Council. This distinguishes it as valid focal point for our research. This study focuses on university
students, who form a large proportion of road users along this route. These parameters narrow down
the scope of the study, thus providing more accurate information regarding barriers to cycling. With
6

over 70000 students making up 14.9% of Manchester’s total populace, Manchester is home to the
largest student population in Europe (Manchester Fact sheet, AO1, 2016). Travel is a significant factor
for this demographic. Therefore, changes in student commuting choices can have a dramatic effect on
overall use of transport. This highlights their importance in policy-making for the Council regarding
transport infrastructure and environmental targets.

It is clear that Manchester is dedicated to transforming itself into a cycling city in order to improve its
economic, social and environmental performance. To maximise the effectiveness of this scheme,
continuous evaluation is fundamental to highlight weaknesses in the infrastructure that may deter
users. By using a qualitative methodological format in the form of questionnaires, subjective and
personal accounts of the user experiences of the cycleway can be analysed.
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3. Methodology

This research project takes a predominantly qualitative methodological format. Data has been
collected in the form of online questionnaires targeting university students in Manchester. These
consisted of 12 questions relating to the student user experience of the cycleway between Fallowfield
and University. The sample included 50 responses from cyclists and non-cyclists.

This method was appropriate for this research as it enabled participants to give yes or no answers to a
number of questions that made clear whether or not the scheme had been successful in encouraging
them to cycle. It also generated more in-depth answers to a number of questions, providing insight
into students’ personal opinions about the successes and failures of the scheme. This allowed for a
clearer and deeper analysis of the student user experience elicited by the cycleway, and useful
information for how this can be improved.

Data was analysed by identifying keywords and phrases in the survey responses which related to
broader themes. Although the sample was fairly small, this demographic has not been previously
studied for cycling research by the Council. To further this research, this sample size could be expanded
to improve the validity of this data collection.

Secondary data was also utilised, predominantly in the form of policy documents from Manchester City
Council, as well as bicycle schemes from other cities such as Copenhagen. This helped to embed our
research into a wider governance context.
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4. Evaluating the corridor super cycleway

The questionnaire analysis revealed a number of key findings about the student user experience of the
cycleway between Fallowfield and the universities. There was a fairly even split between cyclists and
non-cyclists, with 28 cyclists and 22 non-cyclists participating in the survey. This reduced bias and
highlighted several positives and negatives of the scheme at present. From this, suggestions have been
made to Manchester City Council to improve the success of the cycleway in encouraging students to
cycle.

To what extent has the Corridor Super Cycle Way scheme been successful in encouraging university
students to cycle?

Only 11 respondents cycled along Wilmslow/Oxford Road before the introduction of the cycleway. 70%
of the respondents asserted that the new cycling infrastructure has encouraged them to cycle.
Moreover, 86% of respondents stated that they have noticed more people cycling along this route
since its introduction (see Fig. 2). In this way, the development of the Corridor Super Cycle Way
appears to have been relatively successful in encouraging students to cycle who didn’t before. This
demonstrates that one of the main aims of the scheme is being achieved to an extent.
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(Fig. 2: Survey responses presented in graph form. Author’s own.)

However, this disguises a more nuanced evaluation of the student user experience of the Corridor
Super Cycle Way. Although the responses elicited a relatively positive affirmation of the cycle lanes by
cyclists, they also repeatedly raised a number of barriers to cycling experienced by many non-cyclists.
In addition to this, the student cyclists outlined a number of issues with the cycling infrastructure that
reduced their perception of safety and comfort. These disincentives were centred predominantly
around safety, road hierarchy and cost. These and must be addressed if the Velocity 2025 strategy is to
be successful in encouraging more people to cycle in the city.
4.1 Safety
Of the 50 respondents, 31 claimed that they did not feel safe when cycling along the cycleway (see Fig.
2). Though 20 were non-cyclists, 15 of these state that they do not cycle because they perceive it to be
dangerous. Many base their concerns on accidents that they have seen or heard about.

‘Primarily for safety reasons, I wouldn't feel safe cycling in Manchester after hearing about all the
accidents that have happened.’
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‘It's too dangerous, cars don't look for cyclists, I have seen too many accidents and I wouldn't feel
comfortable or confident on the roads.’

In 2012, the Curry Mile along Wilmslow Road was identified as the most dangerous spot for cycling
accidents in Manchester (Cycle Injury, 2012). Internationally, the UK is significantly more dangerous for
cycling compared to other European countries such as Denmark, Germany and the Netherlands, which
have taken a more holistic approach to embedding cycling into the urban fabric of their cities. This is
demonstrated in Fig. 3, which displays the number of cycling fatalities and injuries in the UK compared
to these countries. Although the cycle lanes may have improved safety levels, the perception of danger
along this route is still very prevalent for students. To truly make the scheme successful, the Council
must supplement this infrastructure with other programmes that promote safe cycling in Manchester.

(Figure 3: 2005-2006 Fatality rates and non-fatal rates in the Netherlands, Denmark, Germany and the
UK, and the USA. (Pucher and Buehler, 2008:506))
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4.2. Road hierarchy

Another key issue is road hierarchy, where some road users (eg. cars, buses, pedestrians) are given
priority over cyclists due to normative social and infrastructural practices. Oxford Road is one of the
busiest bus routes in Europe with 100 buses passing through every hour (BBC News, 2014). Vehicles
have traditionally been prioritised over pedestrians and cyclists through wide roads and narrow
pavements. The introduction of Dutch-style cycle lanes has further squeezed space for non-vehicle
users, causing more clashes between pedestrians and cyclists who now compete for this fringe space.
Only one student cited the volume of buses as a deterrent to cycling, whilst most concerns referred to
cars and pedestrians.

26 respondents indicated a lack of sufficient separation between cyclists and pedestrians along the
cycleway, often causing hindrance and sometimes collisions. While the road continues to prioritise
vehicles, leading to an uneven proportion of space divided between vehicle and non-vehicle users,
there will not be enough space to safely accommodate a rising number of cyclists along this route.

This issue was highlighted in the Wilmslow Road Cycleway Monitoring report (Manchester City Council,
2016). Fig. 4 (see below) displays that features regarding shared use pavements and crossings had
some of the lowest user satisfaction scores out of all of the new cycling infrastructure developments.
This illustrates that the concerns raised by students complement those emphasised by wider
demographic users of the cycle lanes.
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(Fig. 4: Table displaying public ratings of cycling infrastructure along Wilmslow Road. Source:
Manchester City Council, 2016).

4.3 Possible solutions for Manchester City Council

The survey responses revealed several physical changes that could be implemented to improve the
cycleway infrastructure for its users, many of which are outlined in Fig. 5 (below). These include:
widening the cycle lanes; creating one consistent cycleway to create distinct separation; repairing
potholes and areas prone to puddling; night lighting and clearer signage. More consultation between
the Council, cycling groups and urban planners can lead to improved efficiency in cycling governance
and infrastructure development.
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(Fig.5: Survey responses highlighting what could be improved about the cycleway. Author’s own.)

Manchester could also take inspiration from other cycling cities. Table 1 (below) highlights policy
measures implemented in some European cities compared to those currently instigated in Manchester.
This forms a framework in which to analyse the success of the Corridor Super Cycle Way at surface
level.
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(Table 1. Comparison between key cycling policies and innovative measures used in European cities
and Manchester. Source: Author’s own and adapted from Pucher and Buehler, 2008.)
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Table 1 indicates several ways to improve Manchester’s cycle lanes. It displays that infrastructural
change must be embedded within deeper societal shifts, instigated through co-partnership between a
number of key stakeholders within the city (Geels, 2012). This form of tendering encourages a
long-term governance strategy towards cycling development. Looking beyond sole infrastructure
development towards cross-sector collaboration is of top priority for further cohesion between the
Council and the university. Additionally, the University of Manchester is home to Manchester’s cycling
lab, which focuses intently on behavioural change to see what facilitates success in a cycling city
(Manchester Cycling Lab, 2017). As an expert research network and essential actor within the
city-region, the university should be utilised by the Council to facilitate a complementary programme
for Manchester's cycling transition.

4.4. Cost

Another issue raised was the cost of buying and maintaining a bicycle. 13 respondents stated that they
do not cycle because they do not have access to a bike. When asked if any other schemes had
encouraged them to cycle in Manchester, 40 respondents said no. This clearly displays that there are
insufficient social elements in place to incentivise student cycling. Council schemes are not being
advertised to students. Changes in urban design can have a significant impact on citizens’
decision-making, but combining it with social incentives will further improve its success at nudging
students towards more sustainable choices (Montgomery, 2013).

Nine respondents suggested cost-reduction incentives would encourage more students to start cycling.
These included free or discounted bikes, safety equipment (locks, helmets etc), and bike hire schemes
such as those seen in London or Paris. The Vélib bicycle hire programme in Paris is the most ambitious
of all similar schemes throughout the western world (Montgomery, 2013). Subscriptions cost €1 per
day, or €29 a year- a tiny fraction of an annual ‘unirider’ bus pass in Manchester, costing £220
(Stagecoach, 2017). Four respondents stated that increased bus fares would encourage them to cycle.
However, if a similar bike hire programme was implemented in Manchester, this huge price reduction
would certainly incentivise more students to cycle. Docking stations in Fallowfield and at the university
could easily facilitate this.
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Free or discounted safety equipment available to students would also increase safety, thus mitigating
the perception of danger as a barrier to cycling. The university already run a discounted bike-lock
scheme, yet this is currently not endorsed by the Council (UoM, 2017). Collaboration between the
Council and universities is necessary to successfully develop and promote these schemes to students.

(Fig.6: Survey responses, many of which connote cycling as a cheap alternative to the bus. Author’s
own.)

Challenging this, 17 respondents indicated cheap travel as an incentive for cycling, asserting that
purchasing a bike is already cheaper than a bus pass (see Fig.6). This emphasises the economic benefit
of cycling, but suggests that stronger promotion is necessary to convey this to non-cyclists. For those
who have purchased or want to purchase their own bike, the development of legitimate bike trading
and maintenance schemes were also suggested as possible cycling incentives. In Copenhagen, bike
repair programmes such as Cykelven have been a popular contribution to their sociotechnical
approach to cycling (Copenhagen City of Cyclists, 2015). The Council should work closely with local
cycling organisations and charities to deliver similar services to students. Improved links with the
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university would also acknowledge students as important actors within the wider city region. This
sociotechnical governance strategy would elevate the success of the Velocity 2025 scheme.
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6.Conclusion

Our research shows that the introduction of the Corridor Super Cycle Way, as part of the Velocity 2025
scheme, has been relatively successful in encouraging students to cycle. Many students have cited the
new cycling infrastructure as having influenced them to cycle when they didn’t beforehand. The cycle
lanes appear to have socioeconomic benefits for their users and for Manchester as a whole.

However, a number of infrastructural improvements to the cycleway have been suggested to mitigate
persistent barriers to cycling. In addition to this, an increased emphasis on social schemes to
supplement the physical infrastructure will further encourage students to cycle. Whilst physical
infrastructure is important, so too are an individual’s socioeconomic position. Therefore, ‘soft’
measures should be implemented to encourage more students to cycle alongside ‘hard’ infrastructural
improvements such as upgraded road layout. These include incentives aimed specifically at students,
such as bike hire schemes and discounted safety equipment. The success of Dutch, Danish and German
cycling cities suggest Manchester must embrace further cross-sectoral collaborations by creating a
framework that both encourages and creates co-benefits for all actors involved.

A co-ordinated, multi-faceted approach is necessary if Manchester is to meet the targets set out in
Velocity 2025. The challenge of governance remains the biggest obstacle at present, with students
forming a large proportion of Manchesters populace. They themselves are active participants in the
city’s research network and can therefore form an important partnership with the Council to meet
these ambitious goals.

Although underway, Manchester remains in the preliminary stages of its cycling transition. As the city
begins to reorient development towards more sustainable and resilient forms of transport, it would be
beneficial for the Council to implement these suggestions for their future cycleway developments. To
further this research, a consultation between the Council and the university could be undertaken to
discuss the development of the schemes suggested in this project.
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